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<<<<<<<<<< Dreams of a Golden Age:  Implementation V >>>>>>>>>>

CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Stands in the Cargo bay watching the preparations to beam down the cargo to the surface.  Its hard to think of the boy as cargo.::
CNS Lt Naas says: 
:: Rubs his neck, the strain of the bunk starting to get to him ::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CNS*: Maor to Nass. ::Watches the navigation console as the shuttle makes it way toward the FCO's location::
CNS Lt Naas says: 
*XO*: Maor?
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CNS*: Are you free to talk? ::Makes a course correction::

@ ACTION:  Maor's instrumentation soon picks up the borrowed tansportation vehicle the govenor had lent the FCO.

CNS Lt Naas says: 
::Glances around, taking stock of their surroundings ::  *XO*: Um.
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CNS*: Understood. What is your ETA?
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Watches as the cargo transporters do there jobs and begin the process of transporting the cargo.  Steps up to one of the personnel transporters with the boy, preparing to beam down::
CNS Lt Naas says: 
*XO*: Soon....
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
Delp: Are you ready to go?
Delp says: 
::Looks up with a sigh::  CMO:  Do I have a choice?  ::Stands and moves to stand near the woman.::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
Delp: There are always choices in life.  Are you telling me you would rather not be here?
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CNS*: Understood. Maor out. ::Closes the channel and begins preparations to land::
Delp says: 
::Looks at the woman as if she is not quite all there::  CMO:  Of course I don't want to be here.  I want to be back with my friends and family... well, some of my family.
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Feels a sense of compassion for the child.::  Delp: I too am of mixed heritage, and had a father who in the end could not handle my choices, I cannot say I know your situation, but I do empathise with you.
Delp says: 
::Just shrugs his shoulder and looks away::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Finally lands the shuttle:: Self: Where the hell is he? ::Checks the sensors from the shuttle again::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Looks over at the transporter operator:: Operator: Energise

@ Scenery:  The area is quiet as it is lit by nothing more then the stars and moons.  All is relatively quiet.  There is no sign of the FCO waiting for the arrival of the first officer.

ACTION:  The CMO, CNS and counselor are beamed down to the cargo area where Lucy is standing waiting alone.

CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Looks around as she materializes in a new setting::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Whispers:: CNS: Keep your eyes sharp.
Lucy says: 
::With a smile, she steps forward, her eyes going briefly to the boy before back to the men::  All:  Welcome to Kirlep.  This must be your first time here.
CNS Lt Naas says: 
::Without being obvious, takes a visual stock of Lucy,  how she carries herself and approaches them ::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
Lucy: I am T'Rae, owner of the Scottsman, this is Delp ::Points to the boy:: He is ah part of our cargo.  This is Naas, one of my crew.  I hope the rest of the cargo is arriving as scheduled.
Lucy says: 
CMO:  Yes, I was told there was some trouble, but not exactly what it was.  Thank you for bringing the child.
Lucy says: 
Boy:  Delp... welcome.  I hope you find you enjoy our world.  It is very unique and has many places still to explore.
CNS Lt Naas says: 
::He nods at his name, and glances around.  The woman doesn't seem to be too much trouble - older woman, appearing more Bajoran than Cardassian ::
Lucy says: 
::Looks around::  CMO:  Your cargo handler has not yet arrived.  He is usually pretty good about that.
Delp says: 
:: Just shrugs his shoulders as he looks around, trying to hide his look of disbelief.::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
Lucy: I am sorry to hear that, CNS: Can you make sure we get an appropriate number of cargo handlers down here to organize this freight?  ::Trying to maintain her cover not sure if this innocent looking woman is friend or foe::
Lucy says: 
CMO:  Don't trouble yourself.  Just go ahead and beam it down.  I will let one of the other handlers know and they will take care of it.  I know how strict your schedules can be and we don't want to hold you up.
CNS Lt Naas says: 
::Notes a slight tenseness come to the woman - uncertain around the child?  Or about the absence of the handlers? ::

CMO LtJG TRae says: 
Lucy: Understood.  Delp: It was a pleasure to have you on board, we don't normally have passengers on board.
Lucy says: 
::Waves the boy over to her.::
Delp says: 
::Looks at the woman... though he did not really know her, in a sense, she was his last contact with home.::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@::Finally leaves the shuttle after not being able to locate the FCO. He begins heading toward the last known location of his badge::

@ACTION:  As the first officer approaches the last known location of the FCO near some bushes, he sees signs of a struggle... including a phaser burn on a tree.

Delp says: 
::After a moment, he sighs again::  CMO:  yea... thanks... and you too... :: nods toward the counselor::
CNS Lt Naas says: 
:: Smiles politely, worried slightly about how the child will adapt ::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
# ::Glances around and begins taking readings from his traicorder:: Self: What happened here?
Lucy says: 
<Lucy> ::Places an arm around the child.  Whispers::  Delp:  It will be alright... you will see.  Just try and trust me.  ::Smiles at the boy::
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Turns slightly so that Lucy and the boy cannot see her lips and whispers tot he CNS::  CNS: Something is not right here?
CNS Lt Naas says: 
:: Shakes his head slightly in response, thinking nothing has seemed quite right the entire time ::
Delp says: 
::Looks at the woman and just nods his head::
Lucy says: 
CMO/CNS:  I will leave you folks for now to get Delp settled.  I will send someone for his gear.  You have a safe trip to your next destination. :: With a smile she turns around, another quick glance as she looks for Sanborn and then gently nudging the child, heads for the transport.::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CNS*: Maor to Naas.
CNS Lt Naas says: 
All: Pardon... :: Turns and steps away slightly ::  *XO*: Go ahead.
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@CNS: We have an MIA. What is your status and current location? ::Starts making his way back toward the shuttle::
CNS Lt Naas says: 
*XO*: Planet's surface, just turned Delp over to planetary authority.
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Turns to cover her actions and pulls a tricorder from her pack, checking the signal from Delps transmitter.  Hates to see the boy go, but knows he is the best chance at tracking down what is happening to all the other children.::
XO Cmdr Maor says: 
@ *CMS*: Report back as soon as you're done there but stay on alert. We can't rule out the idea that our identities has been compromised.
CNS Lt Naas says: 
*XO* Aye.
CMO LtJG TRae says: 
::Taps her com badge:: XO: Understood

ACTION:  The Lucy and Delp are seen to drive off toward the town.

CMO LtJG TRae says: 
CNS: Well I guess we have done all we can do from this charade, time to return to our normal roles and track where Delp goes.

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>


